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Chapter 45 She got into the old man’s car  

Johnny cast ten fresh and beautiful skirts on the big screen.  

With just one glance, Isabella saw a few problems, “The lace in the first one is a bit redundant and can 

be removed. The long skirt in the second one can be changed into a short skirt, and the V-neck can be 

replaced with a round neckline. The hem of the third skirt can be changed into so……”  

Isabella randomly sketched a few times on the paper, and a fresher floral dress full of summer breath 

caught everyone’s eyes.  

“There’s a fourth…”  

After Isabella reviewed the ten dresses, everyone was stunned, apparently frightened by her expertise.  

I thought the people sent by the headquarters were unreliable and didn’t take this girl seriously at all, 

but I didn’t expect her to point out the problem with a few casual words.  

Unless she is knowledgeable and knows more than them, how could she find the problem at a glance in 

such a short period of time and give a better solution!  

“Ms. Young, no matter how well our clothes are designed, but some colleagues are not doing their best, 

we are helpless!”  

“The atmosphere in the company has always been very lazy. Even if you are not a*similated, others will 

exclude you!”  

“Professional manpower is insufficient and professional knowledge  
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is insufficient. It is useless for the headquarters to keep us, and it is a pity to abandon them. We are also 

in a dilemma.”  

Many people spoke up and pointed out the problem.  

“Before I came to the company, I asked about it.” Isabella glanced across the audience. “Our company 

integrates product design, development, production, and marketing, and also accepts some foreign 

orders, such as helping other factories process products. Currently, except Clothes, shoes and bags, as 

well as accessories for men and women, such as handkerchiefs, sungla*ses and other peripheral 

products.”  

It’s just that one year has pa*sed, and the company still hasn’t improved much. There must be 

something wrong with it.  

“Just now I went around the company. Some machines are too old and can’t keep up with the times. I 

asked the people in the purchasing department to help me replace them with new ones. within three 



days, including cloth cutting machines, sewing machines, printing machines, needle detectors, and fully 

automatic machines. Packing machines, etc.. I will make a detailed list.”  

Everyone was slightly excited when they heard this!  

They have wanted to replace these instruments for a long time!  

“The company will be divided into two development directions in the future. One is that our company 

must have good works, and the other is that in order to maintain the company’s current  

development, we still need to receive some external orders.”  

“The next management will make major adjustments, and everyone should be mentally prepared.”  

  

“If someone is unwilling to cooperate with colleagues, or cannot accept job changes, they can submit 

their resignation to the Ministry of Manpower in advance. If you have any questions in the future, you 

can come to the office to find me at any time. Today’s meeting ends here, and the meeting is 

adjourned!”  

Isabella stood up, exuding a strong and cool aura.  

Many people looked at her back, feeling faintly that the company was about to change!  

Isabella returned to the office when the phone vibrated.  

“Girl, I’m coming to Bomsville, do you have time to have lunch. together?” A healthy laugh came from 

the phone, “If you don’t have time, make time! Guess what day it is?”  

“Your birthday?” Isabella was so busy that she forgot his birthday! No presents are prepared!  

“You little girl, you have a conscience! You haven’t forgotten my birthday! Then make an appointment 

at a restaurant at noon? Or the box you like, and I’ll pick you up?”  

“Okay. I’ll send you the location.”  

“Okay.”  

After hanging up the phone. Isabella sent her location, checked her bag, and really didn’t bring anything 

of value out today. She thought of the company’s production department, and there seemed to be a few 

machines that would come in handy.  

At this time. Johnny, the head of the design department, and Kennedy, the designer, came to the 

production department to see what the recently designed things looked like when they were  
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produced.  

They were talking about something when Isabella appeared.  

“I’ll use the machine, you guys do your work.”  



She asked her a*sistant Frank to bring over a lot of fabrics, some of which were not available in color, 

and some of which were not suitable for the material, so she could only keep changing the styles. 

fiddled with the production department for a while, finally made a few sets of clothes, and then left in a 

hurry.  

Johnny and Kennedy looked at each other with shocked expressions. They couldn’t believe that in such a 

short period of time. Ms. Young actually made several sets of clothes, and the whole process was 

smooth and smooth, without any mistakes!  

The key point is that the clothes made by Ms. Young can be adapted to the changing circumstances, 

without even looking at the samples, and the styles they make are very good-looking. But Ms. Young did 

it too fast, they stood by and couldn’t see clearly…  

Who is this Ms. Young? so smart?  

Isabella got a birthday present and got another message from Benjamin.  

“Where to go to work?”  

Seeing that the little girl didn’t reply, after a while, he sent another message: “Are you still used to it on 

the first day?”  

After thinking about it, he added, “Have you been bullied?”  

Isabella sent a location, and Benjamin saw that it was a small clothing company under the Logan family.  

  

  

She’s only been back for two days, let her take over the company so soon?  

“Are you tired?” Benjamin hated her hard work.  

“Not tired, relaxed, not bullied.” Isabella replied in one breath.  

“Dinner together at noon?”  

“Next time, I have an appointment with someone else.”  

“male?”  

“Um.”  

Benjamin watched her reply, and the sour and unhappy feeling spread in his heart again.  

“Which restaurant? I’ll take you there.”  

Isabella replied “No”, picked up the report sent by Frank, and looked at it, and didn’t reply any more.  

At noon. Isabella received a call, took her baseball bag and got into the car.  

“Do you want to follow?” Green didn’t expect Ms. Young to take over his company so soon, let alone 

Ms. Young rejected Benjamin’s lunch invitation and got into someone else’s car!  



This license plate number looks very strange. It should not be someone who has been in the upper 

circles of Bomsville all the year round. I don’t know what the origin of the people in the car is!  

However, if Benjamin can come and follow him in person, it must be a man!  
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“What?” Benjamin’s tone was disapproving. “We’re just looking for a place to cat.”  

“Yes…” You are the Boss and you are right. The place to cat you mentioned is not the place where Ms. 

Young goes?  

At this time in the car. the old man saw Isabella, and his tone was a little excited. “You are beautiful 

again! It is too difficult to see you now!”  

Henry Evert knew that if it wasn’t for his birthday, the little girl would definitely not be able to find time 

to see him.  

“How is your grandma doing now?”  

Isabella told him about the general situation, only to see some tears in Henry’s eyes. “With you taking 

care of me, the old man Joseph is also in Bomsville, so I’m relieved…”  

Henry was in love with Old Madam Brown back then, but he was born in poverty, and her family looked 

down on him and did not agree with their relationship.  

he loved was forced to marry into the local rich family–the Brown family. …  

Later, he felt that his career was successful, and he went back to a small eighteenth-tier city to find her 

and gave her a ring. He Noah said that no matter what request she made with this ring, he would satisfy 

it!  

 


